MAKE YOUR OWN GALLERY MODEL
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This is the outside of your gallery
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Using the shape of the MRAG
building as a starting point,
create your own gallery

1.

Use pencils,
textas, paint and
whatever you
have to design
your own gallery
outside walls.

2.

Does it have
any special
features?

3.

What colours are
there? Any special
windows or doors?

4.

What does
the outside of
your gallery
look like?

Tab 3
Tab 1

5.

Tab 2

Floor
FLOOR

Is it made of
lots of different
materials
like MRAG?
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When you have finished, cut around
the dotted lines very carefully.
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Now go to the next page to
design inside your gallery.
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Inside
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This tab will show on the side of your
inside Wall 1 so design it to be seen !

Tab 2

Walls

This is the Inside of your gallery
Floor

6. inside of your gallery,
Draw and colour the
including artworks.

7. complete without
No gallery is

Wall

top

artworks.

8.

Are there artworks
on the floor?

9.

Now assemble
your gallery:
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Tab 1

This tab will show on the side of your
inside Wall 1 so design it to be seen !

Wall 1

1. Carefully
ROOLFcut along the dotted line of
the inside of your gallery.
2. Fold along the solid lines and then place
your inside gallery onto your outside
gallery carefully matching the edges.
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3. Carefully glue both sides together
including tab shapes and allow to dry.

Tab 3
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You will need scissors and glue
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4. Now fold your gallery again and
glue tabs 1 and 2 to bottom of floor
matching numbers.
5. Now finish your gallery by glueing last
2 tabs to inside of Wall1.
Your finished model will have the roof
open so you can look in and see your
finished artworks.
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